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Abstract 
Nakano, D.K., Homomorphisms inducing isomorphisms in Lie algebra cohomology, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 90 (1993) 49954. 
In this paper we investigate the relationship between maps of restricted Lie algebras and their 
corresponding restriction maps in cohomology. It will be shown that given certain conditions on the 
restriction maps one can conclude that the kernel and/or cokernel of the original map are 
cohomologically trivial. 
1. Introduction 
In the cohomology theory of finite groups there are many results which relate the 
non-vanishing of cohomology to the p-divisiblity of the order and index of subgroups. 
One such theorem was proved by Jackowski in 1978: 
Theorem [7]. Let p be a prime number and f: G + G’ be a homomorphism of finite 
groups. Zfres(f):H*(G’, ZP) + H*(G, Z,) 1s an isomorphism of group cohomology, then 
(1) the order of ker f is not divisible by p, and 
(2) the index of im f in G’ is not divisible by p. 
The theorem stated above is a mod p version of Evens’ 1961 theorem for cohomol- 
ogy with Z coefficients. Benson and Evens [l] later found a proof of both results using 
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techniques within an algebraic framework. Recently, Lee [S], through the use of 
classifying space techniques has generalized these results for finite groups to virually- 
torsion free groups. 
Let L be a restricted Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p > 0. There is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, V(L), associated to L like the group 
algebra for a finite group. In this paper we will prove theorems analogous to 
Jackowski’s results for restricted Lie algebra cohomology by replacing the p-divisibil- 
ity condition with a condition on the structure of the Lie algebra. The transfer or 
corestriction map which is used in Benson and Evens’ proof is not available in the 
cohomology theory of restricted Lie algebras. Instead the variety-theoretic methods 
developed by Friedlander and Parshall [3,4] will be employed to prove many of the 
results. The author would like to acknowledge useful discussions with Len Evens, Eric 
Friedlander, and Chun-nip Lee. 
2. Main results 
Let (L, [p]) be a restricted Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field k 
of characteristic p > 0 and V(L) its associated restricted universal enveloping 
algebra. For every V(L) module M let H”(V(L), M) denote the nth cohomology 
group with coefficients in M. If f: L + L’ is a map of restricted Lie algebras then 
there is an restriction map in cohomology denoted by res(f):H*(V(L’), M) -+ 
H*(QL), M). 
In accordance with [3,4] let jLfM denote the affine homogeneous variety 
associated with the annihilator of H2*(V(L), k)‘-” on H*(V(L), M@M#)‘-” (# 
denotes taking the dual module and ( - 1) indicates that for every a E k, a acts 
as a”). There exists a map from L* + Hz (V(L), k)(- ‘I which extends to a finite 
map @*:S*(L$) --f H2*(V(L), k)‘- ‘I. This map induces a map on varieties @:I Llk + L. 
Friedlander and Parshall [3] have shown that the image of @(I LjM) can be 
described as 
@(I LI,) = {x E L: xIpl = 0 and MC.,.) is not free}. 
By definition a torus is a restricted Lie algebra, T, which is abelian and every x E T is 
semisimple. An equivalent definition [9] for a torus is a restricted Lie algebra, T, such 
that xtpl # 0 for all x E T. Hochschild [6] has shown that L is a torus if and only if 
V(L) is semisimple. The first theorem is similar to the first part of Jackowski’s 
theorem. The p-divisibility of the order of the kernel is replaced by a condition on 
whether the kernel is a torus. 
Theorem 1. Let g:L + L’ be an epimorphism of restricted Lie algebras. If 
res(g):H’*(V(L’), k) + H2*( V(L), k) IS an isomorphism then ker g is a torus. 
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Proof. Let g: L + L’ be an epimorphism of restricted Lie algebras and let I = ker g. 
Consider the following commutative diagram of rings: 
s*(L’#) -----+s*(L”) *S*(P) 
I @* I @* I @* 
w*( V(L'), k)‘_ l)-----+ res(s) H’*(W), W- ‘) - Zf2*( V(Z), k)’ 
This induces a commutative diagram of varieties: 
IL’lkt- ILIke- IzIk 
_ 
(1) 
1) 
(2) 
Since res(g):H2*( V(L’), k) + H’*(V(L), k) is an isomorphism it follows that 
g:@(l Llk) + @(IL’(,) is a birational map of varieties. But, @(IIlk) = Z n @(ILlk) which 
implies that g(@( IZlk)) = 0. Therefore, dim @( IZlk) = 0 which implies that k is a projec- 
tive V(Z) module. Since V(Z) is a Hopf algebra it follows that every module must be 
projective and by [6] Z must be a torus. 0 
Given a subalgebra of a restricted Lie algebra which induces isomorphisms in 
even-dimensional cohomology we can state and prove an analog of the second part of 
Jackowski’s theorem. 
Proposition 2. Let f: S-L denote the inclusion of a p-subalgebra S into L. Zj 
res(f):ZZ2*( V(L), k) + H2*(V(S), k) zs an isomorphism then for every x+! S, xLpl # 0. 
Proof. Let f: S -+ L be the inclusion of the p-subalgebra S into L. Since res(f) is an 
isomorphism of even-dimensional cohomology it follows that there is an equality of 
varieties, @(lSh) = @(ILlk). Now if x E L with x tpl = 0 then x E @(IL Ik). Therefore, 
xE~(ISlk)=Sn~(ILlk)andXES. 0 
With this proposition one can show the non-existence of an additive transfer for 
restricted Lie algebras. Let L be a classical Lie algebra with p > h where h denotes the 
Coxeter number of L. Moreover, let A be the set of roots and for each LX E A and let 
x, E L be a root vector corresponding to a E A. Let f: S-L denote the inclusion 
of a proper p-subalgebra S in L. Suppose there exists a corestriction map 
cores:H”(V(S), k) --) H”(V(L), k) such that cores 0 res(f):H”( V(L), k) --) H”( V(L), k) 
is an isomorphism for all but a finite number of n. It follows that 
res(f) : H 2”(V(L), k) + H2”( V(S), k) is a monomorphism for all but a finite number 
of n. The vector-space rate of growth of H2”(V(L), k) (resp. H2”( V(S), k)) is equal 
to dim @( 1Llk) (resp. dim @(lSlk)). Hence, dim @(lLlk) I dim@(\Slk). Since 
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@( ISlk) c @(I LJk) and @( 1~51~) is irreducible it follows that @( ISlk) = @( ILlk). From the 
proof of Proposition 2 we can conclude that for x$ S, xtpl # 0. However, L is 
generated by its root vectors and since S is a proper subalgebra there exists x,$ S for 
some c( E d with x2] = 0. 
A Lie algebra L is p-&potent if there exists an no N such that LLpl” = 0. If 
we let I = [L, L] + LLpl then I is the smallest p-ideal of L such that L/Z is abelian 
and xtpl = 0 for all x E L/I. This ideal is the analog of a Frattini subgroup of 
a p-group. Like the situation with homomorphisms between finite p-groups we 
can state a theorem providing cohomological criterion for a map between p-nilpotent 
Lie algebras to be an isomorphism. We refer the reader to [2, Theorem 7.2.41 
to a proof for p-groups which can easily be adapted for the case of p-nilpotent Lie 
algebras. 
Theorem 3. Let f: L + L’ be a homomorphism of p-nilpotent Lie algebras L and L’. If 
res(f):H’( V(L’), k) -+ H’( V(L), k) and res(f):H2( V(L’), k) + H2( V(L), k) are isomor- 
phisms then f is an isomorphism. q 
For a given p-ideal, I, in L we will next provide conditions involving the even- 
dimensional cohomology and H’ which insure that L/I is a torus. First we need 
a lemma involving nilpotents in the even-dimensional cohomology ring. 
Lemma 4. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra. If @*(L”) consists of nilpotent elements in 
H2*(V(L), k)(- ‘I then L is a torus. 
Proof. Let @*(L”) consists of nilpotent elements and set &? = @&,J’(L#). Since 
JZ is generated by L# it follows that @*(_M) c Rad H2*(V(L), k)‘-“. Therefore, 
Kr @*(S*(L”)) = Kr @*(S*(L”)),,, = Kr k = 0 (Kr denotes the Krull dimension of the 
ring). According to [3, Propositions 1.3 and 2.41, H2*(V(L), k)‘-” is an integral 
extension of @*(S*(L”)). Hence, dim @(I L/k) = Kr H2*( V(L), k) = Kr @*(S*(L#)) = 0 
and it follows that L is a torus. 0 
Theorem 5. Let f: I-L denote the inclusion of a p-ideal I into L. If 
res(f):H’*(V(L), k)+ H2*(V(I), k) and res(f):H’(V(L), k)+ H’(V(I), k) are isomor- 
phisms and H1 (V(L/Z), k) = 0 then L/I is a torus. 
Proof. Let f: L=+L be the inclusion of I in L and g:L+ L/I be the canonical 
homomorphism. From Lemma 4 it suffices to prove that @*((L/Z)#) consists of 
nilpotent elements in H’*(V(L/Z), k) - . ( ‘) The Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence 
E;9q = HP( V(L/Z), Hq( V(Z), k)) * Hp+q( V(L), k) 
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yields the following exact sequence [2]: 
O+ H’(V(L/Z), k)-+ H’(V(L), k)%H’(V(Z), k)L’l 
+ H2( V(L/Z), k)= H*( V(L), k). 
Since H’( V(L/Z), k) = 0 and res(f):H’( V(L), k) --+ H’( V(Z), k) is an isomorphism one 
can immediately conclude from the exact sequence above that res(g): ZZ*( V’(L/Z), k) -+ 
H*( V(L), k) is an injective map. 
Consider the diagram (2) with L’ = L/Z. From this diagram we can obtain a se- 
quence of maps: 
By assumption res(f):H’*( V(L), k) + H’*( V(Z), k) is an isomorphism so f must be 
onto @( 1 Llk) and @(I Ilk) = @(I Llk). It follows from [3, Proposition 2.11 that 
@(II Ik) = Z n @(I Llk) and @(I Llk) c I. Consequently, g maps @(I Llk) into the point 
6 G I. Moreover, @ is a finite map of affine homogeneous varieties so the commutativ- 
ity in the left square in diagram (2) implies that lLlk must be mapped to 6. 
Let JHG = @k,oH2k( V(L/Z), k) be the maximal ideal in ZZ**( V(L/Z), k) correspond- 
ing to 0. From our previous observations res- ’ (g) (9) = Aa for all 9 E 
Spec ZZ’*( V(L), k). In particular, res- ‘(9) (Rad H**(V(L), k)) = Af,j and res(g)(Aa) 
consists of nilpotent elements. We have seen that res(g):H*( V(L/Z), k)-H*( V(L), k) is 
injective, thus H*(V(L/Z), k) consists of nilpotent elements. From Lemma 4 we can 
conclude that L/Z must be a torus. 17 
Remarks. (1) The statement of Theorem 5 can be reformulated as follows: 
Theorem 5’. Let f: Z-L denote the inclusion of an ideal Z into L. Zf res( f ): H2*( V(L), 
k) + H**( V(Z), k) and res(f): H’( V(L), k) --f H ‘( V(Z), k)L” are isomorphisms then L/Z is 
a torus. 
(2) There is an easy counterexample to Theorems 5 and 5’ if the conditions on H1 
are disregarded. Let L be the cyclic Lie algebra generated by an element x with 
y = xtpl # 0 and x tpl* = 0 with Z = ky. There is an isomorphism of cohomology rings 
(for p 2 3), 
k Cw, 21 
H*(V(L), k) E H*(V(Z), k) r ~ 
(w’ = 0) 
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with deg w = 1 and deg z = 2. The map res(f):H2*(V(_L), k) + H’*(V(I), k) is an 
isomorphism. However, res(f):H ‘( l’(L), k) + H1 (V(I), k) is the zero map and L/Z E I 
is not a torus. 
(3) Let G be an affine algebraic group scheme. There is a categorical equivalence 
between modules for the first Frobenius kernel, Gi, and modules for V(g) where 
Lie G = g. One direction of further interest might be to see whether these results can 
be generalized for higher Frobenius kernels G, for r > 1. 
A restricted Lie algebra is completely solvable if L = TON (as subalgebras) with 
N a p-nilpotent ideal and T a torus. We will conclude with an application of 
Theorem 5 which provides a criterion for a Lie algebra to be completely solvable 
given an arbitrary p-nilpotent ideal. 
Corollary 6. Let f: I-L denote the inclusion of a p-nilpotent ideal I into L. If 
res(f):H’*(V(L), k)-+ H’*(V(Z), k) and res(f): H’(V(L), k)-+ H’(V(I), k) are isomor- 
pkisms and H ‘( V(L/I), k) = 0 then L is completely solvable. 
Proof. From Theorem 5 we can conclude that L/Z is a torus. It follows from 
[9, Proposition 4.11 there exists a torus T such that L = T + I. Since I is p-nilpotent 
InT=OandL=T@I. 0 
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